
r

MPa, they were able to
increase the capacity from
2700-3600 t/h.

Several features of
Denison Hydraulics Gold
Cup transmissions, such as
the ability to have "boot-
strap" replenishing and fast
compensator response
time, permit the transmis-

sions to survive extreme
winter conditions and
remain in service.

Denison engineers have
been working with snow
blower applications for the
past 12 years. During that
time, proven circuits have
been developed which
accommodate high

elevations, cold and thick
oil on start-up, and exces-
sive cooling capacity of a
truck operating at low
temperatures. Denison can
also replace smaller,
mechanically driven snow
blowers with Gold Cup
hydrostatic drives which
provide substantial in-

creases in performance and
durability. The capability of
the hydrostatic drive to be
installed without damage
when overloading reduces
repair needs when down-
time is most critical.
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Innovative
engineering
saves lives
Crash vehicles are part of
the arsenal of fire-fighting
equipment continually on
alert in civilian and military
airports around the world.
Designed to travel quickly
to the scene of a crash,
they are the airport's
"pumping trucks," equipped
with water, foam, or other
chemicals necessary to
extinguish aircraft fuel or
electrical fires. In an actual
airport emergency the
capabilities of ground
rescue equipment can
make all the difference in a
life-and-death situation.
The innovative K-15 Jaguar
airport crash vehicle is
being hailed as a revolu-
tionary fire fighting "sys-
tem." Its fire-fighting
capabilities from accelera-
tion, speed, and mass, to
power discharge systems
are literally unmatched by
any other airport rescue
vehicle on the market
today. Capable of travers-
ing runways at speeds up
to 160 km/h, the Jaguar
carries up to 5670 liters of
water and 363 liters of foam
that can be pumped more
than 90m at 6800 L/min.

The manufacturer's
commitment to producing a
fail-safe vehicle, and the
Jaguar's innovative design
engineering, help to explain
why it is being called the
most advanced crash

vehicle on the market
today,

Component reliability
critical
When lives hang in the
balance, there can be no
compromising on the
reliability of systems, states
Jaguar developer, Ralph
Colet. Colet S.V.O.
(Special Vehicle Opera-
tions) manufactures the all-
terrain, all-weather rescue
and fire-fighting vehicle that
has begun revolutionizing
airport safety. "Generally,
passenger survivability after
a take-off crash or airplane
fire is approximately 90
seconds," Colet says. "The
K-15 Jaguar has been
specially engineered to
surpass response time
requirements for reaching a
crash or fire site almost
anywhere on an airport

property and to extinguish a
fire in less than a minute."
At the core of this remark-
able response capability
are systems engineered to
provide literally fail-safe
operation of the Jaguar. It
features a super-strong,
solid unit chassis—a
monocoque space-frame
similar to that used in
Formula 1 and Indy race
cars. "We wanted chassis
components that were light
enough to not impede
handling, but that were
proven strong and safe,"
Colet states. "After
extensive testing, we
developed this particular
chassis for its weight,
strength, and low mainte-
nance." The lighter chassis
in the Jaguar provides the
added advantage of
improving the vehicle's
braking capacity.

The Jaguar's
hydropneumatic suspen-
sion system is similar to the
hydraulic suspensions
found on jet airplanes.
Rather than riding on steel
springs, the Jaguar rides on
air and hydraulic fluid. The
vehicle's superior handling
on any type of terrain is
accomplished by an
interactive computer that
adjusts the suspension up
to 100 times a second.
Onboard anti-lean and anti-
dive stabilizers continually
level the vehicle, regardless
of the terrain.

Full-floating axles
feature automatic slip
control, electronic traction
control and both active and
passive ABS. The air
brakes are dual-circuit, with
redundant air tanks and
dryers, while each wheel
has ride-rate adjustments.
In all, a total of nine on-
board computers monitor
and adjust the vehicle's
systems, as well as
forecast and compensate
for driver response. The
Jaguar's triangular shape
is designed for maximum
protection in case of frontal
impact. Its stainless steel
construction not only resists
the corrosive action of fire-
fighting foams, it is also
strong enough to permit
penetration of an airport
perimeter fence. In addition
to its aerodynamic benefits,
the vehicle's shape lessens
crew injury in case of a
rollover. A press of a
button is all that is required
to raise or lower the vehicle
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as necessary for either
improved handling or the
requirements of the rescue
at hand.

Those who have driven
the Jaguar term its perfor-
mance, control and
handling to be far superior
to that of any other rescue
vehicle. "That is just what
the Jaguar was designed to
deliver—unsurpassed on-
and off-road performance,"
says Colet.

Modine cooling to the
rescue
The Jaguar's super-
charged, turbocharged, and
intercooled 448-kW diesel
power plant makes it the
fastest crash vehicle on the
market. With this amount
of power and capability,
engine cooling is also
critical. "We could not
afford to have low-perfor-
mance cooling systems,
which is why we selected
Modine radiators," says
Colet. The radiator
selected for the Jaguar had
to perform far beyond the
demands that might
normally be placed on it by
on- or off-highway trucks,
he explains. Colet worked
closely with Modine to
develop a lightweight and
corrosion-resistant Beta-
Weld radiator for the Jaguar
that would stand up to the
most extreme and demand-
ing conditions. Prototypes
were tested in the California
desert to simulate the most
grueling conditions the
Jaguar might encounter.
"The Modine radiator
performed so well that we
even had to stop our testing
at one point to see if the
backup fans used for the
second and third cooling
stages were still opera-
tional," recalls Colet. "The
first cooling stage, our
Modine radiator, was so
effective that the other two
were never activated."
According to Kirk Blomdahl,

sales-application engineer
for Modine's Standard
Industrial Products group, a
vertical-core industrial
radiator is used to provide a
very efficiently managed,
cooling air flow to the
Jaguar's V8 engine, which
is equipped with acousti-
cally tuned stainless steel
turbo-resonators and an
integral power divider.

"Modine's patented
Beta-Weld core was
selected to provide the
Jaguar with the strongest
possible tube-to-header
joint. Colet told us the
Jaguar would need not just

well as one that would not
leak, crack or fail, even
after thousands of hours of
testing," he continues.
"That is why we are using
Modine."

As Colet explains,
despite its inherent •-.
strengths, the Modine
radiator is literally shock-
mounted in the Jaguar. To
provide a fully cushioned
ride, the radiator is braced
with cross-diagonal struts
combined with a soft
suspension.

The Jaguar's six-speed,
electronically controlled
Twin Disc automatic

a reliable radiator, but a fail-
proof one."

According to Colet, the
cooling system is not only
critical to engine operation,
but also helps protect the
Jaguar's expensive
engineering systems. "We
can not have a backup
radiator, and we can not
use two radiators installed
in tandem," he explains.

"These are not your
average fleet vehicles
where you have maybe 100
trucks and three spares. In
life and death situations,
there is not time to summon
a backup crash vehicle.
The Jaguar has to be
unconditionally reliable, as
well as operational for
many years. Modine was
able to meet our needs with
a lighter-weight radiator, as

transmission is cooled by
an oil cooler manufactured
with Modine's patented
Albraze-Plus process. "The
oil cooler is installed in front
of the radiator in the
Jaguar," says Blomdahl.
"This particular cooler's
ability to handle higher oil
pressures and still maintain
structural integrity enables
it to maintain transmission
oil temperature and
viscosity successfully for
proper lubrication and
operation, no matter what
demands are put on the
Jaguar."

A firefighting marvel
The Jaguar's firefighting
system is as sophisticated
as the rest of its operating
systems. Its water and
foam load is dispensed

through a computerized,
high-efficiency foam
proportioning system. The
Jaguar's self-leveling
Powerflow turret, with its
exclusive Instatak system,
is capable of projecting
water or foam over 300
feet, with either pre-
programmed or operator-
selected pumping capabili-
ties ranging from 1100 to
6800 L/min.

"Just like most of the
Jaguar's other engineered
systems, we have built
redundancy into the unit's
firefighting capabilities,"
Colet explains. "Redundant
systems ensure the
Jaguar's ability to provide
both automatic foam and
fogstream with a 360°
horizontal sweep, and at
85° to 28° vertical eleva-
tion."

Function and comfort
The Jaguar's high-quality
design is no less apparent
from inside the cab. The
cockpit's integrated crash
cage/crew module provides
a ride that surpasses even
that of the most expensive
luxury car. The acoustically
sound, upholstered interior
is complete with full plenum
air conditioning and window
defrosters. Both the
windshield and side
windows are laminated and
bonded glass, and a four-
motor wet arm wiper
system maintains maximum
visibility in bad weather—
precisely the conditions that
often precipitate airplane
crashes.

Although the view from
inside the cab is nearly
unobstructed, it is supple-
mented with three, image-
enhancing television
monitors for left, right, and
rear viewing outside the
vehicle. The easily read
instrument panel features
an infrared, all-weather
vision system for night
operations. An optional
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head-up display enables
the driver to receive all
high-priority emergency
information without looking
away from the road.

One of the more
innovative systems in the
Jaguar is GPS (Global
Positioning System), which
provides cockpit display of
mapped information about
the airport grounds as well
as outlying airport property.
The future of the technol-
ogy will someday permit
tower-to-vehicle communi-
cation of off-site crashes,
facilitating faster response
by the rescue vehicle.

An Olympic-sized order
But the list of innovations

featured in the Jaguar does
not end here. From its
water and foam holding
tanks, to its dry chemical
system and auxiliary power
unit, the Jaguar is clearly
the future of automation
when fast and reliable
response is required.

Hartsfield Atlanta
International Airport has
been carefully assessing
the Jaguar's performance
for the past year, logging
the equivalent of five years
of use without a single
system failure. Just this
year, a DC-9 experienced
a fire between its interior
and exterior walls just prior
to takeoff. Fully loaded
wing fuel tanks created the

risk that an explosive and
fatal engine fire could
develop within a matter of
seconds, putting the lives
of 55 passengers and five
crew members at stake.

In less than a minute,
the Jaguar was on the >
scene to extinguish the fire
and cool the plane suffi-
ciently to allow passenger
evacuation. Except for a
couple of minor injuries
sustained during evacua-
tion of the plane, the crew
and passengers escaped
safely. Both airport and
fire officials credited the
Jaguar's quick response
and rescue capabilities for
the fact that no lives were
lost.

With the prospect of the
Olympic Games in 1996,
concerns for airport
security are high. "Con-
cern for optimal airport
security has convinced
Atlanta airport officials to
include an order for
another seven Jaguar
units," Colet announced,
"as part of their Olympic
game preparations." Three
of the new Jaguars will be
similar to the airport's
existing unit, while the
other four will have the
capacity to carry three
times as much water and
chemical fire suppressants.
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Bobcat upgrade
Quiet was what Melroe, the
Gwinner, ND-based
manufacturer of compact
construction and agricul-
tural equipment had in mind
for its Bobcat skid-steer
loaders so they would
comply with the stringent
European Economic
Community noise stan-
dards.

The engine mounts
Melroe had previously been
using did not sufficiently
isolate the noise caused by
the engine's vibration to
meet the new European
standards. So Barry
Controls, the Boston, MA-
based innovator in vibra-
tion, shock, and noise
control solutions, was
called in to provide a new
engine isolation mount for
the Bobcat,

Achieving a quiet Bobcat
was only half the battle,
according to both Barry
Controls senior staff
engineer, Dr. Romulus
"Rocky" Racca, and Joe
Volk, a Melroe test engi-
neer and a member of the
engine mounting quality
team. The other half was to

design mounts that not only
incorporated the proper
stiffness characteristics to
minimize engine noise, but
also were heavy-duty
enough to withstand
intense work situations,
without breaking down.

These included particu-
lar construction applica-
tions, where the isolation
mounts in the skid-steer
would be subject to heavy
loads. If the mounts
failed—causing the rubber
on the isolator to separate
from the metal mounting—
the engine could "move,"
causing wear and tear on
other parts of the equip-
ment, including the pump,
hoses, and exhaust tubes.
This, in turn, could lead to a
total shutdown of the skid-
steer loader.

Balancing the need to
isolate engine noise with
the need to build long-
wearing isolation mounts
was complicated further by
several other factors. First,
the new mounts would have
to attach to the same place
as the existing mounts, so
the change in the geometry
of the new mounts would
have to be accomplished

within an existing space
envelope. Second, the new
mounts would have to have
a longer service life—by a
factor of 10 - than the old
mounts. And, finally, the
mounts would have to be
cost-effective and easy to
install.

Barry Controls design
engineers used Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) to
help determine which
elastomers and which
elastomer contour would
produce the best service
life results. (FEA can
pinpoint "hot" spots,
indicating points of fatigue
on the isolators.)

Using the FEA results,
Barry Controls went to work

designing a prototype
isolation mount to meet
Melroe's criteria for
durability as well as noise
and vibration reduction.
This meant developing a
mount with heightened non-
linear stiffness—an
isolation solution that
combined the characteris-
tics of both a hard and soft
mount. Such a mount
meant increased durability
as well as maximum noise
isolation.

According to Volk, the
next step was to submit the
prototype to a rigorous
testing procedure to see
how it would hold up under
real-world conditions. This
included rigging a Bobcat
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